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Revolutions in Everyday Life

“We are born weak, we need strength; helpless, we need aid;foolish, we
needreason. All that we lack at birth, all that we need when we come to

man’s estate, is the gift of education.

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile, or on Education, 1762

Essential Question: What factors shaped the experiences of everydaylife
in the 18th century?

The economy of preindustrial Europe had been based on cottage industry,
merchantguilds, and subsistence agriculture produced on small landholdings
and dependenton peasantlabor. Mostpeoplelived in villages ratherthancities.
The population, slowly increasing for centuries, had been held in check by
periods of famine, epidemic, disease, and war. Agricultural productivity had
seenlittle improvementfor hundredsofyears. Europewasstill in the clutches
ofthe Little Ice Age, generally cold weatherthat extended from the 16th to the
mid-19th century, causing extensivecrop, livestock, and humandeath.

Then suddenly—justas the economybegantotransition in the early stages
of industrialization—the population of Europe beganto increase rapidly. This
burgeoning populace would experiencelife much differently from previous
generations. Overall, levels ofprosperity and material well-being rose, reflected
in changing social and cultural behavior. At the same time, there was a vast
increase in the numbersofpoor, as displaced agricultural workers migrated to
cities for work, cutting them off from traditional extended-family networks.

Population Growth

One revolution in modern history was the shift in demographic patterns,
the trends in birth and death rates and population size, that emerged during
the 18th and 19th centuries. One was a dramatic increase in population. In
preindustrial Europe, the growth rate averaged less than 1 percent per decade,
moreorless. In the 1800s,that rate jumped to nearly 10 percent per decade.
In 1700,roughly 110 million peoplelived on the Europeancontinent, By 1800,
the figure was about 190 million; in 1900, it was 423 million. Demographers
measure population growth by comparing birth rates to death rates (mortality).
In 1700,birth rates were slightly higher than death rates. However, by 1750,
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while birth rates remained stable, death rates began to plummet. Infant

mortality decreased andlife expectancy became significantly higher. By 1820,

the birth rate was substantially greater than the deathrate,creating a population

explosion.

The new demographic pattern alarmed political economist Thomas

Malthus (1766-1834). Like other Enlightenment thinkers, Malthus tried to

apply scientific tools to what he observed around him. In 1798, he published

An Essay on the Principle ofPopulation, in which he demonstrated that while

populations grew geometrically (by a constant multiple), the food supply

could only increase arithmetically (by a constant amount). The population

would inevitably run out of food, Malthus argued, unless severe limits could

be placed on population growth.
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The Agricultural Revolution

For centuries, most Europeans had experienced chronic undernourishment,

living on a subsistence diet—just enough food to sustain life. This was a

major causeofthe high mortality rate. During the Enlightenment, thinkers used

science to approach the problem of food shortages and famine. Asa result, the

late-17th and the 18th centuries saw a second revolutionary transformation in

Europe,the Agricultural Revolution,a series ofbreakthroughs that increased

agricultural production.

Changesin Farming

The Agricultural Revolution changed how people farmed.It greatly increased

food production, reducing the number and frequency of food-related crises.

Land Use Additional land became available for agricultural use through

land reclamation, particularly in England and the Netherlands, where

reclamation often required building dykes, or walls to prevent flooding from

the sea. The engineering of dykes in the Netherlands was so successful that

England hired Dutch engineer Cornelius Vermuyden (1595-1677) to drain the

marshy fens in East Anglia. The resulting farmland was some of the most

productivein the country. Other Europeanstates followed the same methodsto

clear and plant their woodlands and forests and drain their wetlands.
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The Dutch led the way in crop rotation, the practice of growing different

crops in a specific area so that the land could remain in continuous use without

depleting the soil. This contrasted with traditional farming techniques in use

since the Middle Ages, when land wasleft fallow, or uncultivated, for a period
to restore nutrients. First, farmers in Flanders (a Dutch-speaking area in whatis

today Belgium) discoveredthat a four-year, four-crop rotation of wheat, barley,

turnips, and clover would result in dramatically higher crop yields. Turnips and

clover were rich in nitrogen, which replenished thesoil. Turnips were especially

important because they could remain in the ground in winter and their tops
provided fodderfor grazing livestock.

Theidea of crop of rotation then spread thoroughout Europe. For example,

the British aristocrat Charles Townshend (1674—1738) observed crop rotation

whenhe served as ambassadorto the Netherlands. He established the process in
Britain, starting on his ownestates.

Advances in Technology and Science Several advances in farming

combined to create the Agricultural Revolution (See Chapter 9 for more about

this development):

> British agriculturist Jethro Tull (1674-1741) developed a horse-drawn

mechanical seed drill that planted seeds in rows.

+ Tull also created a horse-drawnsteel hoe that could till weeds between

the rows and overturn the soil for planting.

* Scottish engineer Andrew Meikle (1719-1811) invented the threshing
machine in 1786, which removed the outer husks from grains of wheat,

greatly reducing the number of workers required for the harvest.

¢ British engineer Robert Bakewell (1725-1795) and reformer Thomas

Coke (1754-1842) pioneered selective breeding oflivestock for desirable

characteristics, such as size and health.

New Crops The effects of Columbian Exchange—the interchange of

plants, animals, diseases, and culture between the Americas and Europe—had

been reflected in European diets since the 16th century. The exchange brought

important new crops, including tomatoes, corn, and perhaps most importantly

potatoes, which becamea staple in Ireland by the 1750s. The potato had a shorter

growing season than most grains, grew well in poor soil and cold climates, and
washighly nutritious. (See Chapter3 for more information about the Columbian

Exchange.)

Enclosures The enclosure movementwasa source ofnew landfor farming.
Since the Middle Ages, the open field system of farming had been prevalent in

most of Europe. Underthis system, eachvillage or manorhad somelargefields,

known as the commons, that were divided into small strips for cultivation by

the peasantry. In 1700, most farmland in Europe andat least half in Britain were

in these commonopenfield strips. In addition, these open common areas were
available for grazing animals, gathering firewood, and foraging.
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Samuelson’s Self-delivery Reaping-machine.
The development of reapers powered by animals such as horses or oxen relieved people

of one ofthe mostdifficult tasks in agriculture.

Credit: Getty Images

The open field system ended with the enclosure movementofthe late-18th
century. In Britain, Parliament passed the Enclosure Acts to hasten the process,

allowing wealthy landholders to purchase the commonareas, consolidate them

into single farms, and enclose those farms with fences. Before long, muchofthe

agriculture in Great Britain took place on commercial farms. By 1850,nearly all

British agricultural lands had been enclosed.

With enclosure, large-scale farmers could now plow andplant huge parcels
of previously uncultivated land. On the other hand, enclosure brought ruin for

small-scale farmers and peasants, many ofwhose families hadlived in the same

village for centuries and who depended on the commonsfor survival. Though

the results were horrendous for these small farm families, the new system did
increase food sources. In addition, it provided an inexpensive pool of labor for

the coming Industrial Revolution.

Transportation

To transport their increasing supply of food, Britain and other parts of Western
Europe were improvingtheir internal transportation systems. Nations built new

roads and widenedexisting ones, creating turnpike networkssuitable for wheeled

transportation. They strengthened bridges, linked canals and waterways, and

gradually lifted road tolls—a remnant of feudal times. Eventually, European
nationsestablishedrailroad networks. All of these developments madeit easier

and less expensiveto transport food to urban areas. Foodtransportation also was

facilitated by the widespread adoptionofa sterile canning process developed by

French chefNicolas Appert (1749-1841) at the request ofNapoleon Bonaparte,
who desired to improve the food supply for his field troops.
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Improvements in Health

Along with the Agricultural Revolution, Europe’s growing population was

better-nourished andhealthier, for two additional reasons:

° advancements in medical science, including new understanding ofdis-

ease transmission and the developmentof inoculation

¢ developments in engineering, resulting in cleaner water, safer food, bet-

ter sewage disposal, and improved hygiene

The Dangerof Infectious Diseases

Recurrent episodes ofinfectious disease had caused majorrises in Europe’s

death rates. For some diseases, such as tuberculosis, the bacteria that caused

them could be found all over Europe. Other diseases, such as malaria, were

confined to certain regions orclimates. The worst diseases were epidemicin

nature, sweeping through the continent in periodic waves and then mysteriously

subsiding, only to reappearlater. Some epidemics, such as typhus and typhoid
fever, spread as a result of unsanitary conditions and primarily affected the

poor.
The epidemic of the bubonic plague, or Black Death, wiped out a

third of the European population in the 14th century and then reappeared at

approximately 20-year intervals until the early-18th century. In 1665, plague

reduced the population ofLondon by 16 percent, and in the years between 1710
and 1720,it killed half the city of Danzig, almost half of Prague, Copenhagen,

and Stockholm, and a third of Marseilles. Historians do not know why the

plague ended. Theories include immunity through repeated exposure, decline

in the rats that carried the disease, isolation of infected individuals or areas,

improved sanitation, and genetic mutations in the bacteria responsible for the

disease.
The most devastating epidemic disease was smallpox,affecting all levels

of society and changing the course of history, as it killed off members of

royal families. In the late-17th and 18th centuries, smallpox epidemics were

a leading cause of death in Europe and Britain, eliminating as much as 13
percent of the population each generation. Those who survived the disease

wereleft disfigured and often blind.

The Anti-Epidemic Campaign

In the 17th century, the Scientific Revolution inspired many physicians to
apply new techniques to investigating and treating infectious diseases. By

looking at not only the patient, but also the patient’s environment, scientists

discovered that unsanitary conditions, particularly in crowded urban areas,

were connected to epidemics, and vocal public health campaignsarose.
Near the end of the 19th century, smallpox wasstill killing as much as

10 to 20 percent of Europe’s population. To combat it, variolation—an

inoculation procedure of infecting someone with live smallpox virus taken

from a blister of someone with a mild form of the disease—was introduced
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in Britain by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu (1689-1762), who had learned

about it when she lived in Turkey. However, Edward Jenner (1749-1823)

developed a safer alternative—the world’s first vaccine—in 1796, Jenner had
noticed that milkmaids who had cowpox, a similar but less virulent disease,

did not get smallpox. He determined that giving people cowpox protected

them from smallpox. With his new vaccine, Edward Jenner became known as

the “father of immunology.” Thanksto his treatment, smallpox soon declined

across Europeand has since been eradicated worldwide.

Other Health Practices

Additional practices against disease became important during this period,

including quarantining and improved personal hygiene. Rising standards of
living and the increased food supply led to improved overall health, which

meant stronger resistance to disease. The availability of silk and cotton cloth

meant more sanitary bedding and clothing. A growing preference for tea and

coffee meant that people often boiled water before drinking it. On the other

hand, increased urbanizationfacilitated the spread of disease, as the growth of

cities brought new public health and sanitation concerns.

Advancing a Market Economy

The population explosion in the late-18th century occurred because of

improvements in the food supply and reductions in infectious disease.

Occasional faminesstill occurred, but for the most part, there was sufficient

foodto sustain the population by the mid-18th century.

The Agricultural Revolution also was important in advancing the market
economy. Farmers could sell their surplusfirst in regional markets, eventually

nationally, and later internationally, thanks to improvementsin transportation.

By the mid-19th century, most food grown in Western Europe was produced

to be sold rather than for consumption by the farmer. Agriculture was thus

changing from a meansofsubsistence to a competitive business. This was a key

part of the shift toward capitalism, an economic system in whichindividuals
and businesses make decisions based on the pressures of the market, rather

than ontradition or because of government orders.

At the same time, the advancements ofthe Agricultural Revolution meant

that fewer people were needed to produce food, leading to an enormous

disruption in the labor force, as peasants had to migrate to urban areas in
search of work.

The ConsumerRevolution

Unsurprisingly, the demographic changes broughtgreat social change. Lower

mortality and better nutrition meant Europeans, particularly in Western Europe,
were healthier than ever. In addition, education levels were rising, and culture

was becoming moreaccessible to a greater numberofpeople.
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Bythe end ofthe 1 8th century, a high proportion ofEuropeansexperienced

unprecedentedlevels ofrelative material prosperity. For centuries,life for most

Europeans had been dominated by scarcity. Now a Consumer Revolution,
propelled by the disposable incomeof the growing middle class, swept across

Europe, bringing both a powerfuldesire for consumergoods and an unfamiliar

ability to afford at least someofthem,particularly among city-dwellers.

Increase in Commercial Production In preindustrial Europe, the

household hadtraditionally been the site of production for most people. Now,
however, a population ofmerchants, financiers, and wage earners—anyone no

longer dependent on the land for livelihood—shared a common bond. They

embraced consumption to satisfy desire rather than necessity, and the wealthy
saw luxury items and fashion as a wayto display their economic status. This

attitude was emulated by the masses but with cheaper fashions and edibles,

ensuring that the consumer revolution carried through to all levels of society.

Household goods and products beganto shift from being mostly homemade

to mostly commercially produced. Consumerism, in turn, brought jobs and

stimulated commerce, creating even more wealth. The new consumer economy

eventually became a permanent feature of capitalist economies worldwide.

Consumer Goods for the Home A number of factors resulted in an

increased supply and variety of consumer goods, among them increased trade,

both within Europe and with Asia and the American continents. Those who
could not afford imported luxury goods made up a market for lower-cost

domestic imitation items, allowing them to emulate the upper classes. Asian-

imported ceramics, particularly Chinese porcelain, were so popular that

imports could not keep up with demand, sparking a domestic ceramic industry.

Entrepreneur Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795) developed less expensive

imitation ceramics that became very popular. Wedgwood's success was built
not only on quality but also on his understanding of the new consumer market.

OCEAN TRADE BY EUROPEANSIN THE 19TH CENTURY
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Herealized that items used by the upper class would become desired by the

middle class. When Queen Charlotte, wife of George III, purchased some of

his ceramics, he convincedherto let him use her namein advertising.

In addition to porcelain dishes, other household consumeritemsin great

demand included mirrors, cotton and linen goods, silks, decorative prints,

and jewelry. These took on increasing importance as status symbols for the
owner. Consumers desired these items for their usefulness but even more for

their ability to confer social status. Demand for such consumeritems inspired

domestic glass making as well as silk and cloth manufacturing.

Food and Drink Someof the most popular commodities of the 17th and

18th centuries were consumables. Europeans were able to obtain coffee, hot

chocolate, tea, and liqueurs. Sugar, once an exotic luxury item, became widely

available and inexpensive as a result of slavery in the New World, and the

consumption ofsugar skyrocketed amongall social classes.

New Leisure Venues Soon, coffeehouses and other public spaces sprang

up, allowing the shared social consumption of these new beverages. Located
mostly in urbanareas, these venues served as a meeting place for all classes

of male society, encouraging a healthy exchange of ideas. Women sometimes

were proprietors or servers at coffeehouses, but otherwise, they were

unwelcome. The coffeehouse beganto decline in popularity during the 1800s
as homesgrew increasingly comfortable and privacy became moredesirable,

some coffeehouses later evolved into private men’s clubs. As analternative

to coffeehouses, lending libraries opened, making books and other print

materials available to those who could notafford to buy them.
In villages and more rural areas, taverns and alehouses were places to

socialize, converse, dine, and drink alcohol. Taverns that offered sleeping

accommodationsto travelers were called inns. In fact, until the end ofthe 18th

This British cartoon
suggests, based on
the expressions on the
faces of the family,
that not everyone was

pleased with the food
they were importing.

Credit: Getty Images
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century, whenthe first restaurants began to appear in France, inns and taverns

were the only places to dine outside of the home. They were popular meeting

places to conduct business affairs and hold meetings, so they were sometimes
referred to as “public houses” or “pubs.”

As Europe grew increasingly urban, there was a dramatic increase in the
numberof theaters and opera houses, designed to cater to a new and broader
audience—the growing middleclass.

Changing Attitudes and Identities The growing desire for consumer
goods changed notonly spending behavior, but also society’s attitude toward

labor; as individuals—particularly women—needed money to purchase the

new goods they desired. Work outside the home—wage-earning labor—was

necessary to maintain the household and purchase the consumer items.

Spurred by demographic growth in the 18th century, the Consumer
Revolution resulted in a new type of social identity. Once people had the

opportunity to choose from a variety of consumer goods, those goods

became more than just functional items. The goods began to represent one’s

individuality and social position. The family unit, in general, had shifted

from a unit of production to one of consumption. Consumer goods became
increasingly importantin the home, the locus of domesticlife.

Family and Private Life

During the 18th and early-19th centuries, the reduction in child mortality

and increase in life expectancy formed the demographic foundation for new

attitudes toward marriage, children, and families. The growing money economy

was creating a new middle class with education and financial means,andits

impact on marriage and family institutions was enormous. The Enlightenment
had brought a rethinking of old attitudes toward childhood and education.

During this period, many long-held social patterns were rethought, though
others remained in place.

Concern for Privacy

A new concept of the homereflected the shifting attitudes of consumers.

Formerly, a typical home might consist of a few rooms that served multiple

functions. With the advent of the Consumer Revolution, homes began to

be designed with specific rooms for specific functions, each decorated
appropriately. Privacy becamea central focus, leading to developments such as

the boudoir. Originally intendedas a quiet space for prayer, by the second half

of the 18th century, the boudoir becamea private retreat set aside specifically

for the wife—aplace for her to dress, read, relax, and entertain, “free” from

her husband andfromthe traditional role assigned to her. The evolution of the

boudoirreflects the emerging concept of domesticity, the idea of the home as
a private sphere distinct from the encroachments ofthe public world. It served
as a refuge from outsideinfluences.
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This new concept of domestic space wasreflected in the sentimental novel, a
popular-18th century literary genre that celebrated feeling as opposed to reason.

It sought an emotional response from readers. The main characters were often

females, and virtue was a main theme. The womenwereeither virtuousortheir

virtue was imperiled or lost. (For more on these authors and others oftheir time,

review Chapter 11.)

° The novels of Samuel Richardson (1689-1761), such as Pamela and

Clarissa, emphasized the vital role private domestic spaces servedin

the lives of his female characters.

Jonathan Swift (1667-1745), in the poem “The Lady’s Dressing

Room,”used a fragrant boudoir as a metaphorfor the female body.

Later examples include the works of Jane Austen (1775-1817),

Charlotte Bronté (1816-1855), and George Eliot (1819-1880). Their

heroines followed the social rules of the time, but their observations

and private emotions were refreshingly acute and independent.

 

Jane Austen wrote books for a popular audience. Her books and movies based on them remain so

popular that she was portrayed on British currency.

Credit: Getty Images
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Marriage and Birth Patterns

The European marriage pattern tended to limit population growth,at least

for non-nobility. Its main features were late marriage age, small age difference

between husband andwife, and the establishmentof a nuclear household after

marriage that is separated from both spouses’ parents. People could not marry

until they had enough resources to start their own independent households.
Those unable to acquire such resources might never marry atall.

Consequently, the European marriage pattern represented an important check
on population growth rates. However,this situation began to change following

the Vital Revolution. The changes were experienceddifferently depending on

social position. More and rural peasants were forced to migrate to urban areas

looking for work. This also released them from someof the social constraints
imposed by families and village traditions. At the sametime,the growing middle

class wasless troubled by financial considerations, making it possible for men

and women to marry for status, companionship, or even love.

Children of Unwed Parents By the secondhalf of the 18th century, the
rate of babies born to parents not married to each other (sometimes called

illegitimate births) began to show a rapid and dramatic increase. In Britain,

France, and Germany, statistics suggest that fewer than 1 percent of babies

were born out of wedlock in 1600; by 1800,this had increased to around 3 to

6 percent; by 1850, it was 20 percent or even higher. Thesefigures indicate
increased sexualactivity between unmarried people,particularly those in urban

areas who were removedfrom the control of family and community authorities.

Despite the surge in births outside of marriage, unwed mothersstill suffered

brutal social stigma that could leave them with norecoursebut prostitution.

Foundling Hospitals Despite opposition from both the Catholic Church and

the Church ofEngland, somecouplespracticed birth control to avoid pregnancy.

However, unwanted pregnancies continued to occur. Nopublic financial support

wasavailable for unwed mothers. Killing an infant wasa capital crime for which
a numberofwomen were hangedin the 18th century. The first foundling hospital

—aninstitution that cared for unwanted children—wasestablished in 1739 in

Britain. Parliament announced that the hospital would accept all abandoned

childrenit received, but that policy was quickly overturned whenalmost 15,000
arrived within the first year. Conditions at the hospital were harsh, with only

about a quarter of children surviving to adulthood.

Birth and Infancy Childbirth, which almost always took place in the
home, was dangerous, with high maternal and fetal mortality rates. However,

more and better food andless infectious disease meant that once born, more

children survived infancy. By the endofthe 18th century, the traditional family

pattern of manybirths and manyinfant deaths wasshifting toward a pattern of
fewerbirths and fewerinfant deaths.

There was considerable variation in infant care both amongdifferent social

classes andin different countries. Particularly in France, but also in Scandinavia,

many womenchosenotto breastfeed, believing it to be unpleasant and bad for
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the mother’s health. Instead, they hired other womento breastfeed their infants,

called wet-nurses. Wealthy womenhired wet-nursesto live in their homes, while

working women who could not maintain a live-in wet-nurse might send their

babies off to live with hired wet-nurses, often for years.
Wet-nursing was populareven thoughit greatly increased the risk of infant

mortality. Some womenpreferred it, some women hadnoalternative, and in
any case,it was standardpractice.In his influential novel Emile, Enlightenment

philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) urged mothersto breastfeed
their own infants, as one important step in a comprehensive plan for nurturing

and educating children.

Changing Views of Childhood Before the 18th century, the concept of

childhoodas a developmentalstage did not really exist. Children were regarded

as small adults. In the upperclasses, children werestrictly disciplined, while in

the lowerclasses children were expected to work, just as adults did.

The Enlightenment elevated childhood and coincided with the rise of a
middle class possessing more resources to devote to children. John Locke

discussed the development of children in his concept of tabula rasa, or blank

slate, which includedthe belief that behavior and personality were learned.

In Emile, Rousseausimilarly argued that children were born innocent and

childhood should be a privileged period before the hardships of adulthood.
Young children should focus onplay, exercise, fresh air, and freedom. Boys

should then learn a craft to nurture hand-eye coordination. Formal education

should be delayed until they reached their teens. Education for girls should

focus on the skills they would need to be wives and mothers.
Artistic representations of children from this period reflected this

Enlightenmentattitude toward children. The painting TheAge ofInnocence, by
Sir Joshua Reynolds (1723-1792), which showsa barefoot younggirl sitting

outside, absorbedby the natural beauty, was deeply admired bythe public.

Education Before the Enlightenment, education had been mostly a

privilege of the upper class, and university education focused on certain

professions, such as law or medicine. The Scientific Revolution led to increased

interest in education. Asprint materials became widely available during the

Enlightenment, the demandforliteracy rose. The 17th-century Czech educator
John Amos Comenius (1592-1670) developed the first comprehensive

system of universal education, and his ideas were extremely influential on

Enlightenmentthinkers.
In the late-18th century, Prussia became the first nation to implement

compulsory universal education. The Prussian education system provided free
compulsory public education for boys and girls ages 6 to 13; it also required

teacher training, a universal curriculum, and mandatory kindergarten. The

Prussian system was widely seen as effective and efficient and became a model

for many other nations. The curriculum, which included folk tales and national
history, all taught in a common language, encouraged the development of a

shared national identity.
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France’s educational system dated to the Roman Empire, but it served a

small part of the populace and remained under church control. As early as the

17th century, convent schools operated by orders ofnuns such as the Ursulines
educated girls from the lowerclass as well as from the aristocracy.

During the French Revolution, rebels seized church properties, including

schools. Enlightenment intellectual and politician Nicolas de Condorcet

(1743-1794) developed a plan for a universal state educational system. The

revolutionary government did establish new public schools for young men.
However, it could afford to maintain them only briefly. Not until 1802 did

Napoleon lay the foundation for a modern school system in France. His goal

was to produceloyal, unquestioning citizens. He left many elementary schools

in the control of the church but established state-supported secondary schools

that used a common curriculum taught in French. A system ofuniversal secular

elementary education wasnotfully in place in France until the 1880s.

Austrian Empress Maria Theresa (1740-1780) mandated in 1775
that all children ages 6 to 12 must attend school. Schools shared a unified

curriculum and required teachers to complete training. The system was two-

track, permitting only upper-class boys to continue on to secondary school.

Life in Cities
The Agricultural Revolution meant fewer workers were needed to produce

food and many people could no longer makea living farming. Cities offered

economic opportunities, and people seeking work flocked to them.
Ascities grew,they opened museumsforart, history, and science to display

objects that had been held by wealthy landownersorreligious institutions.

Theystarted publicly funded orchestras, which quickly tookthe place of ones

sponsored by nobles.

Urban Growth Patterns

In 1500, only a very few Europeancities, mostly in the Mediterranean area,

had populations of more than 100,000. For the next 150 years, growth of

towns and cities was slow but steady. Between 1650 and 1750, however, a
few majorcities began to expandrapidly, notably Paris, Amsterdam, and most

spectacularly, London. Large urban areas became concentrated in the north of

the continent. Certain features of 18th-century city life confronted everyone.

° Cities were overcrowded and congested. There was not enough hous-
ing. Streets were too narrowforall the carts, carriages, and pedestrians.

° Cities were dirty. Human and animal waste was poured out of windows.

Horse manurefilled the streets. Sanitation was poor. Sewage systems,if
they existed, were rudimentary. Water was impure and air was polluted

from coal and woodthat heated and lit homes and shops.

° Cities were noisy. Streets swarmed with noisy horse-drawncarriages,

vendors, and even livestock.
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Thoughcity dwellers had higher incomes and more dependable food supplies
than rural dwellers, their mortality rates were higher. This resulted from

infectious disease, which spread rapidly in crowded and unsanitary areas.

Nonetheless, urban populations continued to grow with the steady arrival

ofnew migrants. Andcity life did improve over time, as cities madeefforts to

provide drainage,light outdoorareasat night, and clean public streets regularly.

Cities also undertook large-scale public works projects to build new sewage
systems, roads and avenues. These works required highertaxes.

The Wealthy and the Poor

In the 19th century,city life also held manyattractions. There wastheallure of

cultural andsocial activities. The flourishing market economy meant shops and
vendors with captivating new fashions, foods, and consumer goods. The urban

wealthy could enjoy a luxuriouslifestyle.

Such pleasures were not available to the urban poor, however. They lived

in crowded, unheated,filthy slums. Their constantly growing population meant
a chronic labor glut; competition for work pushed wages down. Poverty was

widespread and dire. The close conditions of urban living made it obvious

that wealth and opportunity were not equally available to all. Unsurprisingly,

there was great discontent among the urban lowerclasses. Many urbanareas

experienced riots in response to events that increased the misery of the poor,
suchas an increase in the price of bread, the main item in theirdiet.

Ascities continued to grow, so did the problems of the urban poor. Crime

was rampant. Prostitution was prevalent, as was begging. Many poorcity

dwellers turned to drinking gin, relatively inexpensive andreadily available, to

assuagetheir suffering.

Public Response to Poverty Since the early 1600s, England had a system

in place to administer assistance to the poor through local church parishes.

By the 1800s, however, the tremendous increase in the number of poor and

their concentration in urban areas strained this system to the breaking point. In

response, Parliament passed the Poor Law AmendmentAct in 1834. Under

the new law, neither money norservices of any kind would be given to the

needy unless they agreed to enter the workhouse system. Workhouses would

provide subsistence shelter and food and in return, residents had to moveinto

the workhouse and provide unpaid labor. This was meant to reduce the cost
to the public of providing for the poor. Conditions in the workhouse were

intentionally unpleasant, to further reduce costs and provide an incentive for

people to find some wayto support themselves.

Novelist Charles Dickens (1812-1870) vividly described the harsh

conditions inside workhouses, most notably in Oliver Twist. Public inquiries
eventually led to a loosening of rules in some areas but the workhouse system

itself stayed in existence through the 19th century.

The Fight Against Sexually Transmitted Diseases Parliament also

passed the Contagious Disease Acts (CD Acts)in 1864, after an investigation

into the prevalence of sexually transmitted diseases in the British armed forces.
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Underthe new law,plainclothespolice officers watched for and arrested women
they suspected of prostitution. Those who could not prove their innocence

(guilt was assumed) would then be subjected to regular compulsory physical

inspections every two weeks to determine whether they were infected with

venereal disease. Anyone found to be carrying disease would beplaced in “lock
hospitals” for three months.

The CD Acts did little to prevent spread of venereal disease, because the
people who visited prostitutes were not subject to examination. However, the

acts did galvanize womenof different classes, who widely viewed the forced

examinations as degrading and unfair. Led by the feminist and suffragist

Josephine Butler (1828-1906), they united in an organized campaignto repeal
the Acts andfinally achieved successafter 16 years.

While working with women targeted by the CD Acts, Butler discovered a

flourishing sex slave trade in young British girls being sold on the European

continent. She organized a second campaign,resulting in the passage of laws

to raise the age of consent for legal sexual activity and help prevent girls from
being forced into prostitution.

Evaluating Urbanization

Historians evaluating urbanization of the early industrial period have engaged
in a standard ofliving debate. Economic historians focus on the steady

overall rise in living standards andgreater life expectancy. Social historians

lookinstead at the destruction of centuries-old village traditions and the misery

ofthe urban poor. Both agree that mass migration created a potential large-scale
inexpensive urban workforce that would be crucial to support the Industrial
Revolution (see Chapter 13).

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES: WHY DID PEASANTS MOVETO CITIES?

In 1909, Max Weber, Georg Simmel, and Ferdinand Tönnies were among the

founders of the German Sociological Association. Their leadership in this field

wasbased ontheir publications about the social impact of urbanization, more

so than about the process by which cities formed. The phenomenonofrapid

urbanization resulting from industrialization came to be generally accepted

by sociologists and historians. The commonly held narrative explained that

enclosures reduced opportunity for peasants in the countryside, while factories

drew peasants to urban areas with opportunities as unskilled laborers using new

machinery. In 1899,statistician Adna F, Weber argued that though migration

wasnot new, andthat mortality rates prevented exponential growthofcities, the

economic organization—in this case capitalism leading to new production and

transportation technology—largely was responsible for the pace ofurbanization,

Greater Ease of Moving By the 1970s, historians and social scientists

developed models of economic and demographic transition, but cultural

geographerWilbur Zelinsky wanted to look beyond those models andtheir use of

fertility statistics to understand the motives behind the demographic transition.
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Zelinsky consideredall types ofmigration, including to the Americas and other

colonies. In all cases he came to the same conclusion, which he defined as

“mobility transition.” His hypothesis posited that prior to modernization, most

people remained in stable self-sufficient communities that limited movement,

and that movement wasforthe elites or the result of disaster. Modernization

and industrialization provided opportunities for average people to move, by

minimizing their local commitments and providing distant opportunities. As a

result, great numbers of people moved.

Impactof the Industrial Revolution By the 21st century, scholars living in an

unprecedentedera of globalization noticed that people were on the movelong

before modernization. Scholars such as Jan Lucassen and Steven Hochstadt

becamepart ofwhat economichistorian Jan de Vriescalled,“revolt ofthe early

modernists” who found that mobility was the norm. It was not constrained,

as Zelinsky argued. Hochstadt’s study of German migration between 1820

and 1989 revealed that Germancities were large priorto industrialization and

population actually fell after World WarI. This directly challenged Zelinsky’s

correlation betweentheliberating elements of modernization and urbanization.

From theperspectiveofhistorians living in a globalage, the cause for growth in

the 19th century wasthat as international markets grew, rural industrialization

no longer remained competitive and larger urbanareas developed.
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MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS

Questions 1-3 refer to the following passage.

“Tam goingto tell you a thing that I am sure will make you wish your selfhere.

The Small Pox so fatal and so general amongst us is here entirely harmless

by the invention of engrafting (which is the term theygiveit). There is a set

of old Women who makeit their business to perform the Operation... with a

large needle (which gives you no morepain than a commonscratch) and puts

into the vein as much venom as can lye uponthe headofher needle, and after

binds up thelittle wound with a hollow bit of shell... Every year thousands

undergothis Operation, and the French Ambassadorsayspleasantly that they

take the Small Pox here by way ofdiversion as they take the Waters in other

Countries...

[You] may believe I am very well satisfied of the safety of the Experiment

since I intendto try it on my dearlittle Son... . I am Patriot enough to take

pains to bring this useful invention into fashion in England, and I should

notfail to write to some of our Doctors... aboutit if I knew any one of ‘em

that I thought had Virtue enough to destroy such a considerable branch of

their Revenue for the good of Mankind.. . Perhapsif I live to return I may,

however, have courage to war with ‘em.”

Lady Mary Wortley Montagu,Letter to Sarah Chiswell,

writing from Turkey, April 1, 1717

1. Which attempted cure for smallpox does Montagu describe?

a) A procedure similarto Jenner’s cow pox inoculations

b) A plan to bring the less-deadly Turkish small pox to England

ce) A series of check-ups with doctors

d) A treatment of woundsusing shells

2. The writer viewed the practice described as whichofthe following?

a) Barbarous and frightening

b) Effective and worth emulating

c) Interesting and amusing

d) Effective only in Turkey

3. How does the experience of Lady Montagu in Turkey fit in with larger

trends in European history?

a) The ideas of Jean-Jacques Rousseau

b) The enclosure movement

c) Anti-epidemic campaigns

d) The Colombian Exchange
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Questions 4 and 5 referto the following passage.

“Happily for him,a love ofthe theatre is so general, an itch for acting so strong

amongyoungpeople,that he could hardly out-talk the interest of his hearers.

From the first casting of the parts to the epilogue,it was all bewitching, and

there were few who did not wish to have been a party concerned, or would

have hesitatedto try their skill... .

[The] inclination to act was awakened, andin no one morestrongly than in

him who was now master of the house; and who having so muchleisure to

make almost any novelty a certain good, had likewise such a degreeoflively

talents and comic taste as were exactly adaptedto the novelty of acting. The

thought returned. “Ohfor the Ecclesford theatre and scenery to try something

with”...Henry Crawford, to whom,in all the riot of his gratifications it was

yet an untasted pleasure. Was quite alive at the idea...”Let us be doing

something. Be it only half a play, an act, a scene; what should prevent us?

Not these countenances, I am sure,” looking towards the Miss Betrams; “and

for a theatre, what signifies a theatre? We shall only be amusing ourselves.

Any room in this house mightsuffice.” ... .

[NJothing in the world could be easier than to find a piece which would

please them all. [Edmund] wasdeterminedto preventit, if possible, though

his mother, who equally heard the conversation which passedattable, did not

evince the least disapprobation.”

Jane Austen, Mansfield Park, 1814

4. The entertainment discussed in the passage came about most directly

because of whichofthe following?

a) The endofthe bubonic plague

b) The Commercial Revolution

©) The French Revolution

d) Changes in marriage patterns

5. What does involvementin theatrical performancesindicate about the

middle class in the 19th century?

a) They were focused on managing wealth.

b) They were generally poorly educated.

c) They hadincreasing leisure time.

d) They werepolitically rebellious.
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Questions 6-8 refer to the following passage.

“New schools are being opened, and inspectors have been appointed to see
that the instruction does not degenerate into vain and sterile examinations.
The Iycees and the secondary schools are filling with youth eager for
instruction. The polytechnic school is peopling our arsenals, ports, and
factories with useful citizens. Prizes have been established in various
branchesofscience, letters, and arts, and in the period of ten yearsfixed by
his Majesty for the award of these prizes there can be no doubt that French
genius will produce worksofdistinction.”

Napoleon’s statementto the Legislative Body,

December31, 1804

6. What can beinferred from the passage about one ofNapoleon’s central
motivations for overhauling the French educational system?

a) He wanted more citizens who could runthe operationsof the empire.

b) He wanted more candidates from the class of nobles.

c) He wanted exams to focus more onliterature and philosophy.

d) He wanted womento have equalaccess to education.

7. What emergingrelationship between church andstateis reflected in
the passage?

a) Religious values were an essential part of the educational system.

b) The church and the state were equal partners in the educational
system.

c) The state assumed primary responsibility for education.

d) Religious education was forbidden.

8. Napoleonic educational reforms mostclearly tried to establish

a) universal childhood education

b) higher education for the laboring class

c) a system of schools for secondary and higher education

d) greater diversity in higher education
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SHORT-ANSWER QUESTIONS

1. Use the passage belowto answerall parts of the question that follows.

“Consumer demand grew, even in the face of contrary real wage trends,

and the productive achievements of industry and agriculture in the century

before the Industrial Revolution could occur because ofreallocations of the

productive resources of households. In England,butin fact through much of

Northwestern Europe and Colonial America, a broad range of households

madedecisions that increased both the supply of marketed commodities and

labor and the demand for goodsoffered in the marketplace.”

De Vries, Jan. “The Industrial Revolution and the Industrious Revolution.”

The Journal ofEconomic History, 1994.

a) Describe ONE waythe changes described abovebenefitted rural

workers in 18th-century Europe.

b) Describe ONE way the changes described above harmed rural

workers in 18th-century Europe.

c) Explain how the changes described abovefacilitated the development

of the Industrial Revolution in 18th-century Europe.

2. Answerall parts of the question that follows.

a) Explain ONEcauseofthe decrease in child mortality in Europe

during the 18th century.

b) Explain ONEeffect on family structures of the decreasein child

mortality in Europe during the 18th century.

c) Explain ONEeffect on demographic patterns of the decrease in child

mortality in Europe during the 18th century.

LONG ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Evaluate the extent to which the Agricultural Revolution of the 18th

century contributed to demographicshifts in Europeansociety.

2. Evaluate the extent to which European family life changed during the

18th century.

REFLECT ON THE CHAPTER ESSENTIAL QUESTION

1. In one to three paragraphs, explain what factors shaped the experiences

of everydaylife in the 18th century.
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WRITE AS A HISTORIAN: COUNTERING OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS

AnAPessay should present opposing viewpoints—andinformation to refute
them. Refute means to argue against something and explain whyit is not a
correct or complete point ofview.

If you’ve ever preppedeffectively for a debate or a mocktrial,this is exactly
the skill you employed. Historical essay writing is no different. Being able to
acknowledge viewpoints that do not support your thesis shows yourability
to handle complexity. Writing a short paragraph near the end of your essay
about opposing viewpoints allows youto return effectively to yourthesis in
the conclusion and provideit with new insights.

Identify the wordsorphrases in each passage that showa different viewpoint
is being acknowledged.

1. Admittedly, the movement of many peopleto cities resulted in greater
awareness of poverty and crime, butcities continued to offer economic
opportunities that rural living couldn’t provide.

2. Manypeople assumethat the concentration of poorpeoplein cities
was an unrelieved urban problem; however, new lawsandinstitutions
attempted to create a healthier and safer environment.

3. Somefault the growth ofcities for erodingtraditional community values.
Whattheyfail to consideris that at the sametime, child and infant
mortality were dropping, leading to greater emphasis on the nuclear family.

4. While there is evidence that the consumerrevolution did notresult
in a better standardoflivingforall, there also is evidence that major
segments ofsociety benefitted from improved products available for
the home and new venuesforleisure activities.

Place the topic sentences belowin the best order to organize an essay that
acknowledges opposing viewpoints, based onthefollowing thesis statement.

5. Thesis statement: The experiencesof everydaylife were shaped by
demographic, environmental, medical, and technological changes.

a. Better weather conditions,the availability of more farmland, and
improved transportation helped stabilize the balance between popula-
tion and food supply.

b. Prior to the 18th century, populations were regularly decimated by
waves of plague and starvation, butthat largely ended by 1730 as a
result of several factors.

c. Despite the manufacture ofgoods being skewed toward the aristoc-
racy, resulting in problems of supply and demand,overall the quality
of living improved for most people due to a wider range of consumer
goods and technologies.
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PERIOD 2: Review

DOCUMENT-BASED QUESTION1

Directions: Question 1 is based on the accompanying documents. The documents

have beenedited for the purposeofthis exercise. You are advised to spend 15

minutes planning and 45 minutes writing your answer.

In your response you should dothe following:

* Thesis: Makea defensible claim that establishes a line of reasoning and

consists of one or more sentences foundin oneplace.

* Contextualization: Relate the argument to a broaderhistorical context.

+ Document Evidence: Use content from at least six documents.

+ Outside Evidence: Useone piece of evidence notin the documents.

* Document Sourcing: Explain how or whythe point of view, purpose,
situation, or intended audience is relevant for at least three documents.

+ Analysis: Show the relationships among piecesof historical evidence and

use them to support, qualify, or modify an argument.

1. Analyze the causes and effects of humans’ views of themselves and the

world around them during the Scientific Revolution (1550s to 1700s).

Document1
    

Source; Claudius Ptolemy (100 C.E.-168 C.E.), astronomerin Alexandria,

Egypt. This diagram shows Ptolemy’s view of the universe, with the sun and

planets orbiting the earth.

   
 

Credit: Getty Images 
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